Textile pilling causes an undesirable appearance on the surface of garments, which is a long-standing problem. In this study, textile grading of fleece based on pilling assessment was performed using image processing and machine learning methods. Two image processing methods were used. The first method involved using the discrete Fourier transform combined with Gaussian filtering, and the second method involved using the Daubechies wavelet. Furthermore, binarization was used to segment the textile pilling from the background. Morphological and topological image processing methods were applied to extract the essential characteristics of textile image information to establish a database for the textile. Finally, machine learning methods, namely the artificial neural network (ANN) and the support vector machine (SVM), were used to objectively solve the textile grading problem. When the Fourier-Gaussian method was used, the classification accuracies of the ANN and SVM were 96.6% and 95.3%, and the overall accuracies of the Daubechies wavelet were 96.3% and 90.9%, respectively.
Introduction
Standard testing methods of textile grading are based on wear resistance numbers and visual determination of the textile grade. These visual detection methods may cause errors. Using high-resolution images, Zheng et al. [1] proposed a two-step method to detect the yarn location and weave structure in a woven fabric. The results indicated that their methodology was effective in detecting the fabric structure and yarn float. Liu et al. [2] proposed an algorithm to integrate local texture features and whole-image texture information for detecting texture defects. The techniques used by Liu et al. [2] included the local binary pattern, salient region detection, and segmentation.
In a related work by Kuo et al. [3] , a textile image processing technique was applied to detect textile defects; the study applied the wavelet transform to extract textile features and classified textile images into seven categories by using a neural network. The proposed method saved grading time and enhanced inspection capability. Deng et al. [4] applied the continuous wavelet transform to the pilling of textile images. Six textile features, namely entropy ratio, volume, area, area standard deviation, height standard deviation, and the location deviation coefficient, were confirmed as variables in the input layer of the back-propagation neural network to classify textile grades. Bissi et al. [5] presented an algorithm using the Gabor filter and principal component analysis to detect texture defects on a patch basis. Uniformly textured fabrics, visibly textured fabrics, and grid-like structured fabrics were tested, and the results outperformed those of other relevant studies.
Saharkhiz et al. [6] applied the two-dimensional (2D) fast Fourier transform method for image processing, considering low-pass filtering and a suitable cutoff frequency. Three features were extracted: The number of pilling points, volume, and area. This study used clustering methods, including 
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The specifications of the experimental equipment are listed in Table 2 . The Basler A601f-2 CCD camera (Basler Vision Technologies, Hsinchu, Taiwan) with a resolution of 656 × 491 pixels and a frequency of 58 fps was used in this study. The fabric examined in this study was fleece; a testing sample was placed on the work platform with a 13 W light source, as displayed in Figure 2 . The low-angle oblique illumination method suggested by Kayseri and Kirtay [10] and Saharkhiz et al. 
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where u and v are the horizontal and vertical distances from the origin, respectively, and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. The DFT is designed for discrete and periodical signals. The DFT formula for discrete signals with u = 0, 1, 2, · · · , M − 1 and v = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1 is presented in Equation (2) . Using Equation (2), we can obtain an inverse conversion [F(x, y)] image with the signal x = 0, 1, 2, · · · M − 1 and y = 0, 1, 2, · · · N − 1. The formula of the inverse DFT is provided in Equation (3).
In this study, the DFT and Gaussian filter were combined for image processing. A textile image of size M × N is filtered using Equation (4).
The purpose of the filtering procedure is to dilute the background texture of the textile. The image filtering process is illustrated in Figure 3 . Matlab software was used to perform the filtering procedure.
In the conversion of Gaussian filtering, we must set a value for the parameter, sigma. The default sigma value in Matlab is 0.5 for an image of size 3 × 3 pixels. The size of the textile images used in this study was 320 × 240 pixels. Several values of sigma between 10 and 50 were tested to compare the filtering performance for original and filtered textile images, see Table 4 . A small value of sigma results in blurry images, as shown in Table 4 . The larger the sigma value, the clearer the filtered image is.
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The Daubechies wavelet comprises the scaling function ∅(x) and wavelet function ψ(x), as presented in Equations (5) and (6), respectively.
The commonly used filter lengths are between 2 and 20. Daubechies 4 (called D4) was used in this study. The expanded formulas for the Daubechies wavelet are as follows:
Commonly used image evaluation methods include the mean square error (MSE), signal to noise ratio (SNR), and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). Smaller MSE and larger SNR and PSNR values represent superior image quality. In this study, these indices were applied to evaluate image processing quality. In the Daubechies wavelet step, various scale values were simulated, and the evaluation indices MSE, SNR, and PSNR were computed to determine the image quality. Table 6 presents the image evaluation results for various scales. This study used Scale 1 because it had the lowest MSE value and the highest SNR and PSNR values. Based on the aforementioned discussion and the conversion steps of Umbaugh [11] , six conversion steps were designed for the textile images in this study. Figure 4 shows the result of the wavelet transform.
1.
Wavelet conversion step 1: Use the low-pass filter to compute the convolution in the horizontal direction of the image. 2.
Wavelet conversion step 2: Use the low-pass filter to compute the convolution in the vertical direction of the image. 3.
Wavelet conversion step 3: Use the high-pass filter to compute the convolution in the horizontal direction of the image. 4.
Wavelet conversion step 4: Use the high-pass filter to compute the convolution in the vertical direction of the image. 5.
Wavelet conversion step 5: Use the low-pass filter to compute the convolution in the vertical direction of the image. 6. Wavelet conversion step 6: Use the high-pass filter to compute the convolution in the vertical direction of the image. 
Binarization
Binarization of the textile image was performed using the im2bw function in the Matlab DIP toolbox to convert the grayscale image to black and white. Thus, the converted image included only pure black and pure white pixels with values of 0 and 255, respectively. The default threshold value was 0.5. Thus, if the pixel value of the image was higher than 127.5 (255 × 0.5), the final value was set to 255. The final value was set to 0 if the pixel value was less than 127. Table 7 lists the results for the threshold values of 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. A value of 0.6 was used in this study because it could extract the most critical characteristics of pills. 
Step 3: Feature Extraction of the Filtered Textile Image
Morphological Image Processing
Morphological image processing was used to extract the essential characteristics of the filtered textile images. Erosion and dilation are the two basic operations in morphological image processing. The "opening operation" was used to handle binary images.
Opening operation: The given A and structuring element B (denoted by A ○ B) represent an erosion followed by a dilation.
In the opening operation, erosion shrinks the image to remove any unessential information. The regions remaining after shrinking are dilated to the original size to highlight the essential pilling characteristics of the textile image.
Image Topology
Image topology involves analyzing discrete objects in a 2D digital image and constructing a mathematical model to considerably simplify the algorithmic design. Assume that A is the current pixel. The top neighbor of A is o, and the left neighbor of A is e. A four-adjacency relationship defined for pixel A by adjacent positions is displayed in Figures 5 and 6 . 
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Image topology involves analyzing discrete objects in a 2D digital image and constructing a mathematical model to considerably simplify the algorithmic design. Assume that A is the current pixel. The top neighbor of A is o, and the left neighbor of A is e. A four-adjacency relationship defined for pixel A by adjacent positions is displayed in Figures 5 and 6 . Morphological image processing was used to extract the essential characteristics of the filtered textile images. Erosion and dilation are the two basic operations in morphological image processing. The "opening operation" was used to handle binary images.
Opening operation: The given A and structuring element B (denoted by A B) represent an erosion followed by a dilation.
Image topology involves analyzing discrete objects in a 2D digital image and constructing a mathematical model to considerably simplify the algorithmic design. Assume that A is the current pixel. The top neighbor of A is o, and the left neighbor of A is e. A four-adjacency relationship defined for pixel A by adjacent positions is displayed in Figures 5 and 6 . In this study, the topological approach was used, where pixels in the image were defined as foreground pixels and pixels not in the image were defined as background pixels, to calculate the number of pilling points and pilling area from the textile image.
Database Creation
The commonly used characteristics for textile grading are described as follows. Saharkhiz et al. [6] used the number of pilling points, pilling volume, and pilling area for textile grading. Eessouki et al. [12] used the number of pilling points, average pilling area, pilling area ratio, and pilling density extracted from the textile image for textile grading. The grading method proposed in this study involved examining five characteristics, namely the number of pilling points, pilling area, average pilling area, pilling area ratio, and pilling density extracted from the textile image. These five characteristics were examined for each sample. Based on the number of pilling points and the pilling area obtained from the textile image, the average pilling area, pilling area ratio, and pilling density were computed using Equations (10)- (12) . The average pilling area is the pilling area divided by the number of pilling points. The pilling area ratio is the pilling area divided by the image size. The pilling density is the pilling area divided by the number of pilling points. In this study, the topological approach was used, where pixels in the image were defined as foreground pixels and pixels not in the image were defined as background pixels, to calculate the number of pilling points and pilling area from the textile image.
The commonly used characteristics for textile grading are described as follows. Saharkhiz et al. [6] used the number of pilling points, pilling volume, and pilling area for textile grading. Eessouki et al. [12] used the number of pilling points, average pilling area, pilling area ratio, and pilling density extracted from the textile image for textile grading. The grading method proposed in this study involved examining five characteristics, namely the number of pilling points, pilling area, average pilling area, pilling area ratio, and pilling density extracted from the textile image. These five characteristics were examined for each sample. Based on the number of pilling points and the pilling area obtained from the textile image, the average pilling area, pilling area ratio, and pilling density were computed using Equations (10)- (12) . The average pilling area is the pilling area divided by the number of pilling points. The pilling area ratio is the pilling area divided by the image size. The pilling density is the pilling area divided by the number of pilling points.
Average pilling area = Pilling area Number of pilling points (10) Pilling area ratio = Pilling area Image size
Pilling density = Number of pilling points Image size (12) An ANN is a machine learning tool in artificial intelligence that mimics the thoughts of humans. It can be applied in a wide range of areas, such as nonlinear models. An ANN usually includes three layers: input, hidden, and output layers. The presence of a large number of neurons in the hidden layer increases the accuracy of the results; however, it slows the convergence rate of the network. The data from Section 2.4.3 were used as the input. The number of neurons used in this study was the average number of variables in the input and output layers [i.e., (5 + 1)/2 = 3]. The number of pilling points, pilling area, average pilling area, pilling area ratio, and pilling density extracted from the textile image were used as input items in the ANN. The training set comprised 80% of the database, and the remaining 20% was used as the test set. Ten-fold cross-validation was applied in the ANN.
SVM
SVMs use a hyperplane in n-dimensional space to distinguish between two or more categories of information. The linear, polynomial, and radial functions are the commonly used core functions in an SVM. The performance of the radial function is superior to that of the other functions for high-dimensional information. Thus, the radial function was used in this study for textile grading. The Weka software (Version 3.6, The WEKA Workbench, Machine Learning Group at the University of Waikato, New Zealand) was used for SVM execution. The input items in the SVM were the same as those in the ANN. The parameter settings in the SVM are described as follows. The sigma value was set to 0.05, and the penalty function (C value) was set to 1 by default. The SVM termination condition was set to 1.0 × 10 −6 . The training set comprised 80% of the database, and the remaining 20% was used as the test set. Ten-fold cross-validation was applied in the SVM.
Experiment Results
Image Processing Results
Image processing results are presented in this section. Table 8 presents the image processing results of grade 2 textiles for each step. The second row in Table 8 represents the original textile image. The filtering results obtained using the DFT method combined with Gaussian filtering and the Daubechies wavelet method are displayed in the third row of Table 6 . The textile image filtered using the DFT method combined with Gaussian filtering exhibited a diluted background texture. The Daubechies wavelet method filtered and compressed the original textile image to remove noise and enhance pilling characteristics. Through binarization, the image background was separated from the pilling. However, some white spots remained in the image. Morphological methods were then used to retain essential information and remove unessential information. The results obtained through binarization and morphological methods are displayed in the fourth and fifth rows in Table 6 , respectively. The pilling features were highlighted and extracted to construct the dataset for machine learning to complete the final step of textile grading. 
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The original image and enhance pilling characteristics. Through binarization, the image background was separated from the pilling. However, some white spots remained in the image. Morphological methods were then used to retain essential information and remove unessential information. The results obtained through binarization and morphological methods are displayed in the fourth and fifth rows in Table 6 , respectively. The pilling features were highlighted and extracted to construct the dataset for machine learning to complete the final step of textile grading. 
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Classification Results Using Machine Learning
Using the dataset from Section 2.4.3, ANN and SVM models were executed. The grading performance of the models was compared. When the Fourier-Gaussian method was used, the classification accuracies of the ANN and SVM were 96.6% and 95.3%, respectively, see Tables 9 and  10 . Compared with human inspection and grading, textile grading through machine learning requires less processing time and achieves higher classification accuracy.
In the experiment, each grade comprised of 80 samples. When the Fourier-Gaussian method was used with the ANN, five grade 2 samples were classified as grade 3, one grade 2 sample was classified as grade 4, and five grade 3 samples were classified as grade 2, see Table 9 . All the samples of grades 4 and 5 were correctly classified. Of the 320 samples, 309 were correctly graded, and 11 were misgraded. Thus, the overall accuracy was 96.6%.
When the Fourier-Gaussian method was used with the SVM, 12 grade 3 samples were classified as grade 2, and three grade 4 samples were classified as grade 3, see Table 10 . All the grade 2 and 5 samples were correctly classified. Of the 320 samples, 305 were correctly graded, and 15 were misgraded. Thus, the overall accuracy was 95.3%. 
Using the dataset from Section 2.4.3, ANN and SVM models were executed. The grading performance of the models was compared. When the Fourier-Gaussian method was used, the classification accuracies of the ANN and SVM were 96.6% and 95.3%, respectively, see Tables 9  and 10 . Compared with human inspection and grading, textile grading through machine learning requires less processing time and achieves higher classification accuracy. In the experiment, each grade comprised of 80 samples. When the Fourier-Gaussian method was used with the ANN, five grade 2 samples were classified as grade 3, one grade 2 sample was classified as grade 4, and five grade 3 samples were classified as grade 2, see Table 9 . All the samples of grades 4 and 5 were correctly classified. Of the 320 samples, 309 were correctly graded, and 11 were misgraded. Thus, the overall accuracy was 96.6%.
When the Fourier-Gaussian method was used with the SVM, 12 grade 3 samples were classified as grade 2, and three grade 4 samples were classified as grade 3, see Table 10 . All the grade 2 and 5 samples were correctly classified. Of the 320 samples, 305 were correctly graded, and 15 were misgraded. Thus, the overall accuracy was 95.3%.
When the Daubechies wavelet method was used with the ANN, five grade 2 samples were classified as grade 3, three grade 2 samples were classified as grade 4, two grade 3 samples were classified as grade 2, and two grade 3 samples were classified as grade 4, see Table 11 . All the samples of grades 4 and 5 were correctly classified. Of the 320 samples, 308 were correctly graded, and 12 were misgraded. Thus, the overall accuracy was 96.3%. When the Daubechies wavelet method was used with the SVM, 13 grade 2 samples were classified as grade 3, two grade 2 samples were classified as grade 4, 13 grade 3 samples were classified as grade 2, and one grade 3 sample was classified as grade 4, see Table 12 . All the samples of grades 4 and 5 were correctly classified. Of the 320 samples, 291 were correctly graded, and 29 samples were misgraded. Thus, the overall accuracy was 90.9%. Table 13 summarizes the performance of the two filters for the same grade 2 sample. The number of pilling points obtained through the Fourier-Gaussian method was 61, which was higher than that obtained through the Daubechies wavelet method. With the Fourier-Gaussian method, the pilling area was 1552, whereas the pilling area with the Daubechies wavelet method was only 545. Thus, the performance of the Fourier-Gaussian filter was superior to that of the Daubechies wavelet filter. 
Comparison with Related Studies
The method used by Saharkhiz et al. [6] was applied to the textile images used in this study. The image processing results obtained using the Fourier transform with an ideal filter are presented in Table 14 . After filtering, we followed the procedure described in Section 2.4. The final grading performance is listed in Table 15 . When using the ANN, the grading accuracy of the Fourier transform with an ideal filter was 96.8%. When using the SVM, the grading accuracy of the Fourier transform with an ideal filter was 92.2%. When the ANN was selected as the classifier, the grading accuracies of the three image processing methods were similar. However, when the SVM was used, the DFT method with Gaussian filtering had the highest grading accuracy of 95.3%. 
The method used by Saharkhiz et al. [6] was applied to the textile images used in this study. The image processing results obtained using the Fourier transform with an ideal filter are presented in Table 14 . After filtering, we followed the procedure described in Section 3.4. The final grading performance is listed in Table 15 . When using the ANN, the grading accuracy of the Fourier transform with an ideal filter was 96.8%. When using the SVM, the grading accuracy of the Fourier transform with an ideal filter was 92.2%. When the ANN was selected as the classifier, the grading accuracies of the three image processing methods were similar. However, when the SVM was used, the DFT method with Gaussian filtering had the highest grading accuracy of 95.3%. 
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Discussion and Conclusions
Several machine learning and filtering methods have been proposed for pilling assessment. In the present study, a combination of the Fourier-Gaussian method with an ANN, a combination of Fourier-Gaussian with an SVM, a combination of Daubechies wavelet with an ANN, and a combination of Daubechies wavelet with an SVM were investigated; these have not been applied to the fabric grading of fleece in any related studies. To demonstrate the performance achieved by the proposed techniques, the method used by Saharkhiz et al. [6] was applied to textile images. The results indicated the grading accuracies to be close (approximately 96%) when ANN machine learning was used along with various filtering methods between the proposed methods and the related work. In addition, when using the SVM machine learning method, the grading accuracy from Fourier-Gaussian dominated the other two methods.
In this study, a textile grading method that comprises of image processing and machine learning classification is proposed as a replacement for visual textile grading. Two filtering methods were used in this study, namely the DFT combined with Gaussian filtering as well as Daubechies wavelet filtering. Binarization was used to segment the pilling from the background, and morphological and topological image processing methods were used to extract the essential parameters of the pilling. Two machine learning methods, ANN and SVM, were used to train the data and objectively classify the textile grade. Although the grading accuracies of the proposed methods were satisfactory, other image filtering and machine learning methods can be used for textile grading in future research.
This study demonstrates various filtering techniques with different machine learning algorithms for the fabric grading of fleece. The effectiveness of the grading results depends on different colors and materials as well as other factors. Due to the diverse characteristics of fabric 
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Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, a textile grading method that comprises of image processing and machine learning classification is proposed as a replacement for visual textile grading. Two filtering methods were used in this study, namely the DFT combined with Gaussian filtering as well as Daubechies wavelet filtering. Binarization was used to segment the pilling from the background, and morphological and topological image processing methods were used to extract the essential parameters of the pilling. Two machine learning methods, ANN and SVM, were used to train the data and objectively classify the textile grade.
Although the grading accuracies of the proposed methods were satisfactory, other image filtering and machine learning methods can be used for textile grading in future research.
This study demonstrates various filtering techniques with different machine learning algorithms for the fabric grading of fleece. The effectiveness of the grading results depends on different colors and materials as well as other factors. Due to the diverse characteristics of fabric textures, colors, and densities, a general grading system for all types of fabric may not result in accurate grading; therefore, extracting crucial attributes and developing specific grading methods for different fabrics are the optimal solutions. 
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